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Society: Book Reviews

Book Reviews
Daniel Murphree, Book Review Editor
Discovering Florida: First-Contact Narratives from Spanish Expeditions
along the Lower Gulf Coast. Edited and translated by John E.
Worth. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2014. Illustrations, preface, notes, references, index. Pp. xvii, 315. $79.95
cloth.)
In the sixteenth century, the lower gulf coast of Florida was a frequent and sometimes contentious site of contact between Indians
and Spaniards. In Discovering Florida: First-Contact Narratives from
Spanish Expeditions along the Lower Gulf Coast, anthropologist John
Worth allows the historical actors to describe this "ground zero"
for contact in their own words. Drawing from the 1513-1569 era,
Worth transcribes and translates primary sources which highlight
the richness of the source base of the lower gulf coast in terms of
ethnographic information, first contact experiences, and Spanish
views of Florida's indigenous peoples.
The documents included in the volume center on five events:
the Juan Ponce de Leon expeditions of 1513-1521; the Panfilo de
Narvaez and Hernando de Soto expeditions, spanning 1528-1539;
the 1549 expedition of Luis Cancer; the 1549-1566 captivity of Hernando de Escalante Fontaneda; and the 1566-1569 expeditions of
Pedro Menendez de Aviles. Most of the document groupings feature not just narratives of the expeditions, but also supplementary
documents such as the royal contracts for expeditions and letters
to the crown. Perhaps one of the most interesting supplementary
documents is an excerpt of letter from Fray Cancer to Bishop Bartolome de las Casas, author of A Short Account of the Destruction of the
[601]
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Indies and famed "protector of the Indians." This particular document also highlights one of the strengths of Worth's document
groupings. Although all documents were written by the Spanish,
there are many voices represented in the groupings. Most readers
will be familiar with the voice of conquerors such as de Soto; this
volume widens the Spanish voice to include actors such as Dominican friar Lufs Cancer and shipwrecked Spanish men such as Juan
Ortiz and Hernando de Escalante Fontaneda, who were able to
offer more of an insider's view of Florida cultures.
Worth's introductions to each of the groupings of documents
and to individual documents themselves are well written and comprehensive, providing context to the accounts. The explanatory
footnotes within the texts provide great insight into terms, items,
and constructions that are unfamiliar to readers unacquainted
with sixteenth-century Spanish. The introductions and the notes
alike are specific enough to be of use to the Florida expert, but expansive enough to thoroughly inform scholars of other fields and
Florida history enthusiasts.
Worth has many reasons for choosing these specific documents.
Some of the accounts are physically inaccessible. Others are inaccessible because of the complex paleography. This work continues
a long-standing tradition within the field of Spanish Florida, from
Jeanette Thurber Connor, Woodbury Lowery, Buckingham Smith,
to John Hann, of working to make primary sources more accessible
to scholars and to those interested in Florida history. Moreover, the
work brings together useful groupings of documents, such as the
Escalante Fontaneda documents, that have never before been published together. Many of the document groupings, especially the
captivity narratives, offer insight into the ethnography of groups
that did not survive the colonial period. Even within the field of
Spanish Florida, lower gulf groups like the Calusa are often overlooked in favor of mission groups like the Timucua, Apalachee,
and Guale. With this volume, Worth is able to make an important
contribution to addressing this gap. Finally, these document groupings offer a context and framework that brings rightful attention to
the importance of the lower gulf coast of Florida in the earliest
chronicles of contact.
In this work, Worth has achieved each of his goals admirably
and has made an important contribution to the scholarship not
only in the transcriptions and translations of the documents, but
also for his historical introduction to the work, which will be of
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great use across the spectrum of readers. Of particular interest
is Worth 's parsing of the evolution of the legends of the island of
Bimini and the Fountain of Youth and their associations with the
Ponce de Leon expeditions. Here, Worth argues that the association comes only after the 1513 expedition and that rather than
Bimini and Florida being the same land mass, the names were conflated by the Spanish, and thus Florida was a truly unanticipated
discovery in 1513 (12-13). Finatly, the historical introduction offers
one of most important and frequently forgotten lessons of the region: that conquest is not inevitable. Worth reminds us that, "far
from representing yet another inS-tance of American Indians living
on the cusp of imminent colonial assimilation and cultural transformation, the first-contact narratives of Florida's lower Gulf coast
illuminate the shadowy period of tentative and occasionally violent
engagement that preceded an even longer period of withdrawal
and disengagement" (xiii).
In this work, Worth has made an important contribution to
the scholarship of Spanish Florida and the borderlands. The volume will continue the work of placing Florida within the realm of
both Latin American and United States history. This fine work will
draw a very wide audience, from experts on Spanish Florida, colonial Latin America and the colonial United States to enthusiasts of
Florida history.
Tamara Shircliff Spike

University of North Georgi,a

Ambiguous Anniversary: The Bicentennial
Slave Trade Bans. Edited by David T.
Lewis. (Columbia: University of South
Acknowledgements, illustrations, index.
cloth.)

of the Internahonal
Gleeson and Simon
Carolina Press, 2012.
Pp. xii, 248. $49.95

Those readers who believe based on the title that this book
will be focused mostly on an analysis of the bicentennial observations in the United States, Great Britain, and elsewhere in 2007
and 2008 will be disappointed. Growing out of a conference held
at the College of Charleston, this volume contains twelve essays. Of
those, only three attend directly to comparing, contrasting, and explaining the British and American commemorations of slave trade
abolition. The rest of the essays are more traditional historical es-
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says attending to a wide range of issues relative to the slave trade
and the governmental bans thereof.
As a result, the book's analysis of memory in 2007-2008 is suggestive but not developed enough to be satisfactory or conclusive.
In his foreword, for instance, James Walvin makes the potentially
useful point that "the cultural and political differences between a
unitary Britain" with enormous cultural power centered in London
and headed by the BBC "and a federal United States" with no such
cultural center help explain why the former gave so much more
attention to the abolition anniversary than did the latter (ix). But
that begs the question of why the BBC, and the British government
more generally, chose to lavish as much attention on the anniversary as they did. Likewise, Steven Deyle contrasts the relative quiet
about this anniversary in the United States with the bigger deal
made of the bicentennial of the Lewis and Clark Expedition. But
as he makes this point in passing, it is another argument crying
for further development. John Oldfield's concluding chapter gives
the most sustained attention to the politics of memory involved in
these commemorations, but this one chapter cannot accomplish
what a full volume dedicated to this question would have.
Another result of this two-track approach to assembling the
book is that the chapters devoted to history, rather than memory,
do not hold together especially well. The subjects involved range
widely across subjects and sub-disciplines, and thus give a sense of
the scope of current historiography relative to slavery and the slave
trade. The effect on the reader, however, is that the transitions
between essays are jarring. As stand-alone pieces none of these are
bad essays, and many of them are unusually insightful on their individual topics or questions. But assembled together in this way, it
is not always obvious how every piece is relevant to the other essays
or to the announced themes of the book.
One interpretive thread running through the book is the determination to present both history and memory "stripped of any
sense of triumphalism" (vii) . The authors and editors all evince
a dogged commitment to downplaying the significance of the
two governments' slave trade bans. This leads to overstatements
that at times mar otherwise good essays. To take just one example, Gregory O'Malley contributes an excellent discussion of how
the infamous Middle Passage was in reality only the "middle" of a
three-stage journey from Africa to New World slavery, showing how
slaves' journey to the African coast, and then the at times compli-
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cated journeys to their final place of enslavement, comprised the
other stages. But then he posits that "the abolitions of 1807 and
1808 outlawed only the 'middle' phase of this three-part forced migration" (111). This is of course true in the most literal sense, but
understates the significance- of efforts to abolish the transatlantic
slave trade. That Middle Passage hardly comprised an exact 33%
of the overall slaving enterprise in the Atlantic world, and abolishing it would have an impact on- more than that particular phase of
the traffic.
The volume takes a more targeted approach to downplaying abolition's significance when. focused on the United States,
and in the process makes some curious assertions. Kenneth Morgan, for instance, insists that economic self-interest and "colonial
self-determination rather than" (not in addition to) "antislavery opinion underpinned" the drive for abolition in the United
States ( 4). "Abolition," Walvin states, "made no great difference to
North America," unlike to Britain (ix). This assertion fits uncomfortably with a raft of scholarship showing the impact slave trade
abolition had on the political and social history of slavery in the
United States. It also contradicts Deyle's argument that Britain's
1807 ban "set in motion a series of events that eventually led to the
abolition of slavery throughout the British Empire," whereas the
U.S. ban "led to the emergence of one of the most powerful and
dehumanizing race-based slave systems the world has ever known"
(149). One could easily challenge both the teleology posited here
for Britain, and the causal effect of the 1808 ban posited here for
the United States. But that would be to flirt dangerously with the
idea that, as Deyle himself states just a few lines after the above
quote, "the decision to end" American participation in the transatlantic slave trade "is something in which all Americans should take
pride" (149).
Deyle's assessment that abolition was a step forward compromised by enormous steps back in the years following is almost
alone in this volume, however. In almost continually downplaying
the achievement of abolition in favor of what it failed to achieve,
it is hard for this book to lay claim to revealing much "ambiguity."
Thus, neither of the words in the title are especially good indicators of what this volume delivers.
Matthew Mason
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Becoming Confederates: Paths t;o a New National Loyalty. By Gary W.
Gallagher. (Athens and London: University of Georgia Press,
2013. Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, index. Pp. x,
152. $18.95 paper.)

In this concise and well-argued volume, adapted from his 2011
Lamar Lectures at Mercer University, Gary W. Gallagher hunts for
the disparate "paths" that led three Confederate generals - Robert
E. Lee, Stephen Dodson Ramseur, and Jubal A. Early - to genuine and abiding support for the Confederate nation. Although
Gallagher has published extensively about.each of his subjects and
revisits here many of the arguments that he leveled in his 1999
book The Confederate War, the author nonetheless tills some new
ground - along the way providing a valuable corrective to a number of Civil War history's most entrenched misconceptions.
In brisk biographical chapters, Gallagher examines how filial, state, and national obligations could both co-exist and collide.
He claims that in the end, a full-throated defense of slavery and
white supremacy routed all other obligations - and that all odes
to "state's rights" aside, Confederates enthusiastically embraced
a strong central government to replace the one they left. Challenging popular perceptions that Lee's allegiance to Virginia was
unrivaled, Gallagher argues that Lee's antebellum loyalties to both
the United States and the slaveholding South - as well as his often
overlooked yet stanch embrace of the Confederate nation - usefully complicate our understanding of the "Marble Man." In the
chapter on Ramseur, Gallagher makes the case for generational
history, contending that the general's adolescence amidst the political imbroglios of the 1850s rendered him especially willing to
fight for the new Confederate nation. And although infamous as
an unapologetic evangelist of the Lost Cause, Jubal Early in 1861
"maintained that true Virginians would resist secession" (66). After all, what was the United States if not a "slaveholding republic"?
A short epilogue demonstrates the stamina of Confederate nationalism in the years and decades after Appomattox. Indeed, one
of Gallagher's most significant findings is the way that the actual
experience of war, which, he argues, stoked a genuine. hatred for
the Yankee enemy, intensified loyalty to the new Confederate nation. Even Lee seethed with hatred for the enemy beneath his
gentlemanly postwar exterior. These conclusions dovetail nicely
with a burgeoning scholarship - led by Caroline E. Janney, John
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R. Neff, M. Keith Harris, and others - that seeks to recognize the
"limits" of sectional reconciliation.
Gallagher insists that the "paths toward Confederate loyalty" he
charts here "render it exceedingly difficult to argue the Confederacy should not be deemed a nation" (91). Certainly Lee, Ramseur,
and Early never renounced ""their Confederate citizenship, but did
civilians - especially those who did not share in the distinctive experience of combat - think ah.out loyalty to the Confederacy in
the same way that high-ranking military officers did? Compelling
scholarship by Drew Gilpin Faust and others has argued that many
southern civilians were less successful than Lee, Ramseur, and Early
at 'jug [ling] multiple, often conflicting, loyalties" (91).
Questions such as these aside, Gallagher has made another
important contribution to the field by blending the crisp analysis
and historiographical mastery that we've come to expect from him.
Ably researched, forcefully argued, lacking any pretense or jargon,
Becoming Confederates is an eminently teachable book that will soon
find a place on many undergraduate syllabi - including my own.
Brian Matthew Jordan

Gettysburg College

Recalling Deeds Immortal: Florida f"lonuments to the Civil War. By
William B. Lees and Frederick-Gaske. (Gainesville: University
Press of Florida, 2014. Preface, acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xvii, 370. $44.95 cloth.)
In Recalling Deeds Immortal: Florida Monuments to the Civil War,
William Lees and Frederick Gaske have undertaken the challenging task of documenting and historicizing 150 years' worth of Civil
War monuments, memorials, and historical markers. It would be
challenging to undertake such a project which focused on any
state. But Lees and Gaske have to grapple with the fact that Florida
was often at the margins of the war and in the years since the conflict, the state has seen perhaps the most dramatic sociocultural
transformation of all former Confederate states. However, by carefully and thoroughly researching Florida's monuments and then
situating them within the larger histories of the Civil War, the evolution of Civil War and southern memory, and the sociocultural
changes in the South, Lees and Gaske have written an engaging,
informative, and useful book.
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Recalling Deeds Immortal is organized both chronologically and
topically so that it captures the uniqueness of the long history of
Civil War memory in Florida and allows the authors to catalogue
memorials while also analyzing cultural and social history. In a concise introduction, Lees and Gaske explain that "the story of Florida
monuments illustrates the war's lasting legacy in a state that by the
end of the nineteenth century was growing rapidly, due largely to
the influx of new residents from the northern United States" ( 4).
They go on to reveal a concern for the uses of Civil War memory
and purposes of Civil War memorials, noting that Confederate
history and symbols have been appropri~ted for very divergent,
sometimes questionable uses, and the continued placement of
monuments, some of which are "more concerned with honoring
Confederate descendants than with commemorating and remembering the Civil War, Civil War soldier dead, and Civil War
veterans" ( 4). The introduction goes on to describe the few markers and memorials erected during the war and traces the formation
of veterans' and social organizations, such as the Grand Army of
the Republic and the Ladies' Memorial Associations, which played
essential roles in the development of Civil War memory. Chapter
one, "Reconstruction and Beyond: Different Memories," follows
with a concise though important summary of the end of the Civil
War and the ensuing twelve years of the Reconstruction period.
This historical overview of Reconstruction reminds the reader of
the lingering tensions of the period and allows Lees and Gaske to
situate Florida's earliest Civil War memorials within the social and
political tumult of the period.
Chapters two, three, and four cover roughly the same period,
from the end of Reconstruction in 1877 to the Civil War Centennial in 1961-1965. However, each chapter is dedicated to a unique
topic: the numerous Confederate memorials in Florida; the very
few Union monuments in the state; and the use of monuments and
markers to consecrate battlefields and cemeteries in Florida and
elsewhere. The unique approach of topically distinct chapters covering the same period is effective in that it allows Lees and Gaske the
opportunity to situate their catalogue of monuments within social
and cultural history. Chapter two's coverage of Confederate memorials, for example, is presented with a summary of the development
of the Ladies' Memorial Associations and the United Daughters
of the Confederacy while the Union-specific Chapter three allows
for a discussion of the Grand Army of the Republic . Chapter five,
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"Monuments Erected After the Civil War Centennial," dispenses
with the topical distinctions and considers the persistence and evolution of Civil War memory in the past half century. This chapter
covers important and politically sensitive topics such as the erection of a memorial to the U.S. Colored Troops in Ft. Myers and the
continued development of Confederate monuments. Here and in
the conclusion, Lees and Gaske consider the very intriguing question of why Civil War memory ersists and its meanings and uses
150 years after the end of the war. They remind the reader that although Florida was the least populated of the Confederate states, it
has become "one of the most populated states of the reconstructed
and expanded nation" and that so "many of the state's residents
are non-natives proudly hailing from cold-climate northern states
and other parts of the world" that it is sometimes joked that Florida
is no longer part of the South. This demographic shift makes the
long-standing network of Confederate memorials something of a
relic and complicates more recent monuments to the Civil War
and the Confederacy. Lees and Gaske very respectfully consider
recent monuments which have acknowledged these changes and
avoided overt use of controversial Confederate symbols, such as
the 2007 Plant City "Cow Cavalry" monument, while also addressing more challenging and difficult memorials, such as the Sons of
Confederate Veterans recent project of placing huge Confederate
battle flags along major Florida highways. Lees and Gaske approach this recent history carefully and urge continued respect for
Civil War history and the labor and sacrifice made by Confederates
and Union soldiers and Sailors in Florida while steering the reader
away from the cooption of Confederate symbols for contemporary
social, cultural, or political causes.
At its core, Recalling Deeds Immortal: Florida Monuments to the
Civil War is a thorough catalogue of Civil War monuments erected
in Florida and in the memory of Floridians. It provides detailed
descriptions of over 100 such monuments and will prove to be a
solid reference guide for students and scholars of Florida history.
But perhaps just as significant, Lees and Gaske provide important
historical contextualization for these monuments which enables
readers to understand the long history of Civil War memory. In this
capacity it proves a worthy and useful addition to the ever growing
body of work on Civil War and Southern memory.
Matthew Mace Barbee
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Fort Marion Prisoners and the Trauma of Native Education. By
Diane Glancy. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2014.
Illustrations, acknowledgements, bibliography.
Pp. 136.
$20.00 paper.)
Diane Clancy's part fact, part fiction work, Fort Marion Prisoners and the Trauma of Native Education, highlights the possible
experiences of American Indian prisoners at Fort Marion in St.
Augustine, Florida, between 1875 and 1878. These prisoners were
the first to be formally educated by the United States government
under the direction of Captain Richard Henry Pratt, who was later
the founder of the Carlisle Indian lndustnal School (1879). The
Indians were taught how to speak, read, and write English; basic mathematics; and geography, as well as how to dress and act
"white." They chronicled their experiences through colored pencil
drawings, many of which are included in this book. What is intriguing about Clancy's work is the attempt not to analyze the prisoners'
experiences, but rather to convey the possible reality of these experiences. As a professor emerita of English at Macalester College
and a professor at Azusa Pacific University in California, Glancy
wrote this book in a way that is both unique and engaging, with
broken diction to relate the Natives' confusion, and rich and descriptive prose to paint the images the prisoners would have seen.
In this way, this book is excellent for the general reader interested
in understanding many of the problems with Native education. In
a short 117 pages of text divided into forty-eight chapters, Glancy
provides readers with her own understanding of what this experience was like for these prisoners.
However, for any serious academic, this book poses many
problems. First and foremost, Glancy does not cite any of her information directly, aside from pictures and drawings and one long
quotation (filling an entire chapter) from a letter from Pratt to the
Board of Indian Commissioners. While there are many quotations,
factual details, and opinions, there are no footnotes or endnotes
to guide scholars to her sources. She does provide a short bibliography at the end, yet even this is lacking many seminal works in
the field, including]on Reyhner and Jeanne Eder's American Indian
Education: A History (2004), and David Wallace Adam's Education
for Extinction: American Indians and the Boarding School Experience,
1875-1928 (1995). It is clear by looking at the bibliography that
the historiographical research for Clancy's book was superficial,
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at best, which leads to questions about the thoroughness of her
primary research. While she frequently discusses working within archives, she only includes the images that she references in the text
and offers little indication as to which other primary sources she
utilized. Further, she regularly invents quotations, thoughts, and
feelings for the prisoners, which she repeatedly admits is how she
envisioned they would speak, think, or feel. This makes this work
part non-fiction, and many par_~ fiction.
Unfortunately, there are several facts that she gets wrong in
her book. For example, in her chapter "A Snapshot of the History
of Native Education," she notes that the Fort Marion experiment
was not the first attempt to educate Natives, and while that is true
(though it is the first government-sponsored event), she lists the
Hampton Institute in Virginia as a prior attempt, when in reality,
the school for African-Americans didn't incorporate Natives until after the Fort Marion experiment in 1878 (56). Additionally,
this two-page chapter covering a "snapshot" of American Indian
education is incomplete, leaving out important facts about the curriculum such as forced labor, vocational training for work such as
farming or blacksmithing, and the high amount of abuse aimed,
in the infamous words of Pratt himself, to "kill the Indian; save the
man." While it is understood she is not attempting to discuss the
entirety of Indian education, this "snapshot" can lead to or perpetuate many of the existing misconceptions surrounding Native
education.
Other oddities of this book include Clancy's tendency to explain her writing process (and the many travels she took while
writing) in spurts throughout the text rather than in a single
foreward. This leads to much confusion, especially early on, as
to whom she is referring when she says "I." This is a continuous
problem throughout the book as she often switches between her
own thoughts and her estimation of the prisoners' perspectives.
Additionally, the way Glancy presents her story makes it difficult
to discern what is fact and what is fiction unless the reader already
has an extensive knowledge of the field. Had she provided a clear
distinction between the two, or added a detailed historical analysis
(with accuracy) to support her perceptions, this work could have
been excellent for introducing students to the reality of late-nineteenth and twentieth- century Native American history.
Overall, this book, while excellently written and open about
the amount of fiction included, takes many liberties with scholarly
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work. It would be great for introducing young students or the general reader to Native American history, though for older students
or those starting in the field, it would have to be combined with
a more substantial work. For any serious academic, however, this
work adds little to the existing historiography, and when combined
with the citation and factual problems, it is too problematic for use
in research. While the purpose of portraying the confusion and
anxiety that these prisoners may have felt is well met, it is done in
such an un-academic way that it cannot be taken seriously, despite
the excellence of its prose.
Leanne Wiggins

University of Central Florida

A World More Concrete: Real Estate and the Remaking ofJim Crow
South Florida. By N.D.B. Connolly. (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2014. Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes,
index. Pp. xiii, 389. $45.00 cloth.)
N. D. B. Connolly's book, A World More Concrete, is a new work
in a recent trend by scholars to globalize the American South.
Nowhere is this task more complementary than Miami, Florida,
since the city sits between the South and the Caribbean. Connolly
addresses many different threads in this book including the idea
that Jim Crow as a political, economic and social institution is the
American variant of an Apartheid racial system no different than
that which emerged in South Africa. Additionally, he posits the notion that white racial conservatives and progressive liberals were
two sides of the same coin when it came to residential segregation
since the economic interests of both converged as property owners
in and around black slums. Although their intentions and outlooks
may have differed, the outcome of their policies still produced little
black low-income housing as well as fewer black property owners.
Connolly is not plowing new ground by examining the making
of the inner city or even the inner city of Miami, but he demonstrates copious research and a comprehensive study of this process
through most of the twentieth century. Many of the people and
events are covered in the works of Raymond Mohl, Melanie ShellWeiss, Maria Cristina Garcia, Alejandro Portes and Alex Stepick.
What Connolly offers us is a new frame and critical eye. He complicates the well-worn narrative of the liberal civil rights-minded
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reformer trying to end racism and the conservative capitalist bleeding the black slum of wealth. According to Connolly, white liberal
reformers and black property owners collaborated on policies with
the intention of cleaning up the slums, but instead their efforts
amounted to unknowingly compounding the economic and housing pro bl ems of the inner ci ty.-A middle class paternalism informed
these desperate groups who organized and lobbied for legislation
and legal remedies, such as emwent domain, to remake, revitalize
and gentrify low income black neighborhoods. This is the greatest
contribution of the book; Connolly recasts the heroes and villains
of the Miami civil rights movement and asks the reader to consider
the impact these actors had on maintaining crushing poverty for
the black masses unable to escape the inner city.
When the author is unfolding his thesis, the book is engaging
and on firm ground. However, there are sections of the book that at
times do not connect directly to the overall thesis and only inform
the reader of some of the broader events and circumstances of the
main characters. Many times in these cases the author is on more
tenuous ground. There are a few brief mentions of the role a black
Miami dentist named Ira Davis played in feeding George Smathers
information concerning Senator Claude Pepper before the 1950
election that famously smeared Pepper as a communist sympathizer
(121). According to the endnotes, this information came from a
letter Davis wrote to Smathers three years after the election and
an unpublished paper by a historian working on this election. Unfortunately, Jim Clark's 2011 book, Red Pepper and Gorgeous George,
which covers the election specifically, is not consulted by the author.
Since there was so much in the public domain that Smathers used
against Pepper, I find it hard to believe that the information Davis
delivered was of any consequence, at least not to the degree the author speculates. And since the specific information Davis delivered
is missing from the text and I would assume the source as well, why
does the author gives Davis the benefit of the doubt about his letter's impact? Additionally, when discussing the effect the transfer of
land from the Seminoles to local developers had on divisions within
the Seminole tribe, the author uses this odd and dismissive phrasing: this action, " ... eventually prompted a group calling themselves
Miccosukee to splinter off and attain their own federal recognition
in 1962" (68). Again, this is a really minor issue, but is the author
suggesting there may not be an indigenous people called Miccosukee or is he stating these people are not the historic Miccosukee
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people? Records of a Miccosukee people in Florida go back to at
least the American Revolution and it seems oddly dismissive of
another Dade County subaltern population. All and all, these are
minor draw backs, but they demonstrate points where the author
suspends his critical eye or does not consider the evidence as carefully when it concerns topics outside the main story of segregated
housing. Finally, there is an unusual use of the terms "negro" and
"colored" throughout the book, since the author seems to use black
and African American less frequently. Yet no explanation is given.
My guess is this choice of terminology was made to parallel racial
language in South Africa. Since the author examines Cuban and
native peoples throughout the work, alongside African Americans
and black people from the Caribbean, the use of colored becomes a
catchall for what other scholars refer to as "people of color."
Overall this book is a major contribution to our understanding
of Jim Crow and the complicated politics across economic, racial
and political lines segregation engendered. There are numerous
accounts of the process of gentrification, revitalization, urban renewal and slum clearance, but this is one of the only works that
synthesizes these processes and demonstrates how they are all interrelated to produce an American Apartheid system. This work
will be indispensable to scholars interested in learning how the inner city evolved over the course of the twentieth century.
Robert Cassanello

University of Central Florida

Wilson. By A. Scott Berg. (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 2013.
Acknowledgements, illustrations, notes, bibliography, index.
Pp. 743. $40.00 cloth.)
As we commemorate the centennial of Woodrow Wilson's
presidency, a reemphasis on the significance of the twenty-eighth
pres!dent of the United States is in order. Although eclipsed in
more recent memory by Franklin Roosevelt and Ronald Reagan,
Wilson remains a dominant figure on the historical landscape. In
the twentieth century only FDR and LBJ accomplished more in
domestic reform. No other president equaled his impact on American foreign policy.
Over the years Wilson has received his share of scholarly attention but for whatever reasons that attention diminished greatly
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in the past forty years. Now A. Scott Berg has come forward with a
large new biography that, in conjunction with the Wilson centennial, may reignite the great debate over Wilson and his presidency.
Berg is not an academic historian but he is an accomplished writer
and author of biographies of Maxwell Perkins, Samuel Goldwyn,
Charles Lindbergh, aha Katharine Hepburn. His biography of
Perkins won a Nationaf Book Award and his biography of Charles
Lindbergh won a Pulitzer Prize.
Berg's book is divide& into four parts. After an introductory
chapter set in 1918, the author examines Wilson's life from childhood until his decision to seek the governorship of New Jersey in
1910. The second section, and-the shortest, covers his run for governor, his governorship, and the presidential campaign of 1912.
The third part describes his presidency to November 1918. The
final section examines his peacemaking efforts in Paris in 1919, the
titanic struggle with the Senate, and his bitter last years after leaving the White House until his death in 1924.
Berg's treatment of Wilson is sympathetic but not uncritical.
The author admires Wilson's progressive politics, the great domestic reform initiatives, and the efforts to forge a new international
order based on moral principles. At the same time, Berg is critical
of Wilson 's decisions, beginning in November 1918, as he headed
toward disastrous political defeat in 1919-1920.
Berg emphasizes Wilson.!s early life. The first part of the book
is five chapters and more than 150 pages. By way of comparison,
Arthur Link's monumental uncompleted biography of Wilson (at
five volumes and more than two thousand pages) devoted just one
chapter and fewer than forty pages to Wilson's life before becoming president of Princeton in 1902.
The first part of the book is the best. Berg skillfully discusses Wilson's early years with attention to his family, his education,
and his academic career. Berg sees Wilson as a lively, engaging
professor. Contrary to the popular imagination, Wilson was not
a stern, remote, humorless academic, but a brilliant lecturer who
enthralled his students. Undergraduates consistently voted him
the most popular professor on the campus. He was also a highly
productive scholar who turned out one major work after another.
Berg is very good on Wilson and his two wives-Ellen Axson
Wilson who died in 1914 and Edith Bolling Galt Wilson. His picture of Wilson is one of a romantic, passionate suitor and husband.
The author's portrayals of the two women are sympathetic and
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sens1t1ve. He also succeeds in developing the stories of Wilson's
relationships with some of the men closest to him such as Joseph
Tumulty (his secretary) and Cary Grayson (his personal physician).
Berg examines in detail in the subject of Wilson and race relations. Here he does his best to rehabilitate Wilson's reputation.
Wilson is usually understood as a southern segregationist who was
hostile to African American social and political concerns. Most
famously, Wilson is portrayed as segregating his administration
and endorsing Birth of a Nation. At best, according to the standard interpretation, Wilson was a paternalist. Berg maintains
that although Wilson viewed Birth of a Nation, he never provided
an endorsement of it. He argues that Wilson was sympathetic to
African Americans. According to Berg, the president met with
prominent African American leaders, listened carefully to them,
and attempted to promote their best interests as he saw them. In
the president's view, these best interests included segregation. Although the author's case for Wilson as a racial moderate is ably
argued, it is not persuasive.
It is in the apocalypse of World War I and its aftermath, though,
that Wilson's greatest significance resides. Any Wilson biographer
confronts a major challenge in coming to grips with the events of
1914-1920 and the president's decisions during these years. Here
Berg is disappointing. His description of the outbreak of the war
is badly flawed. The Schlieffen Plan had not "been sitting in a
drawer for a decade" (336) and Germany did not attack Russia in
1914. The battle ofTannenberg produced approximately 150,000
Russian casualties, not the woeful underestimate of 30,000 cited by
Berg. Similarly, his treatment of Gallipoli is both misleading and
cites a much lower casualty number than is commonly accepted.
The truth of the matter seems to be that Berg does not possess a
command of the military history of the war~
Berg does better with Wilson's conduct of American diplomacy
during the neutrality period, 1914-1917, but here there are shortcomings as well. He attributes the strict accountability note of 1915
to William Jennings Bryan and he mishandles the details of the
House-Grey Memorandum ofl916. His explanation ofwhyWilson
decided to ask the congress for a declaration of war in 1917 offers
no new insights and he does not address the critical question of
why Wilson at the high point of his bargaining power with Britain and France did not seek significant concessions from them for
United States entry into the war.
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Berg's problem in dealing with Wilson and the neutrality period appears to rest with a calculated decision to ignore the best
historical literature on the subject. Nowhere in his bibliography
will one find any of the authoritative works of Link, the classic single volume study of Ernest May, or the more recent contributions
of such scholars as William Knock. Instead, Berg has proceeded
to write his own account '}Vithout utilizing the work of the most
respected scholars in the field.
Berg's treatment of the Paris Peace Conference, the Treaty of
Versailles, and the climactic battle with the Senate retells the familiar story with an emphasis on Colonel House's betrayal of Wilson's
program in Paris, Wilson's disintegrating health, and the mean
spiritedness of Henry Cabot Lodge. Berg's treatment of House is
perceptive but his descriptions of Theodore Roosevelt and Henry
Cabot Lodge are little more than partisan Democratic caricatures
of the two men. The rationale of their opposition to Wilson and
his policies never gets a fair hearing.
The tragic end of Wilson's great crusade finds Berg endorsing
a version of Gene Smith's When the Cheering Stopped (1964) . This
melodramatic account had Mrs. Wilson secretly running the country while trying to conceal the president's incapacity. Few historians
endorsed this interpretation but Berg cites Smith in his Acknowledgements as inspiring his interest in Wilson. Smith's book is also
to be found in the bibliography, unlike the works of Link and May.
Berg's book comes to almost 750 pages and yet it is not adequate. The author does very well with some aspects of Wilson's life
but falls short with the most crucial events. Historians can applaud
an effort to come to grips with the twenty-eighth president and his
significance but Wilson is a daunting subject. In the end, Berg has
not offered a new or compelling interpretation. As Americans contemplate Woodrow Wilson and his place in this country's history,
there is a rich collection of older works and John Milton Cooper's
recent biography (2009). Whether another historian is able to
match the older works or Cooper's with a fresh, new interpretation
of Wilson remains to be seen but A . Scott Berg has not been equal
to the challenge.
Edmund F. Kallinajr.
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Freedom's Pragmatist: Lyndon Johnson and Civil Rights.
By
Sylvia Ellis. (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2013.
Acknowledgements, notes, bibliography, index. Pp. xii, 320.
$44. 95 cloth.)
In recent years much of the scholarship pertaining to the Civil
Rights Movement has explored the grassroots campaigns throughout the country during the 1950s and 1960s. This trend stems from
earlier historical analysis emphasis on political or "great man" history, leaving these localized movements on the periphery, but with
the pendulum swinging firmly towards a bottom up approach, the
influence of political leaders has become largely ignored. In Freedom's Pragmatist, Sylvia Ellis attempts to reassert the influential role
politicians played during the movement, writing, "the history of
the civil rights movement cannot be told without recognizing the
contribution of those powerful individuals who do make a difference at vital junctures." (2). By exploring the career of Lyndon
Johnson, Ellis effectively portrays him as an essential member of
the movement, one who provided the governmental power necessary for the push towards civil rights. Viewing Johnson as a leader
deeply concerned with equality and welfare of all Americans regardless of race, Ellis argues that his upbringing in Texas, coupled
with his early career as a teacher and eventual move towards politics, influenced his progressive stance on race. While much has
been written on Johnson, few historians have delved as deeply as
Ellis into Johnson's role as a civil rights leader.
For Ellis, place plays a crucial role in the formation ofJohnson's
ideology. His upbringing in Texas provided him with a Southern
identity that converged and diverged from his counter-parts from
the Deep South. The racial makeup of West-central Texas, with a
low percentage of African Americans, allowed Johnson to grow up
away from the "Lost Cause" mythology that permeated the South,
allowing him, as Ellis asserts, to formulate a southwestern identity
as much as Southern one (10). This identity played a crucial role
in Johnson's decisions during his political career. His pride as a
Southern man forced him, during his early career, to side with
those who sought to maintain racial inequality, but his upbringing
in Texas also led to his support of economic opportunity and the
war on poverty, regardless of race . His ideas on economic equality
formulated during his early years as a teacher for impoverished
Mexican immigrants. It was with these students, Ellis argues, that
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Johnson became attuned to indignities minorities faced within the
South, but it was not until decades later thatJohnson began to use
his political clout to fight for racial equality.
Johnson's career as a U.S. Representative and Senator provided little evidence that he would become a champion for civil rights.
Voting against every bill that- addressed civil rights, he echoed the
creed of states' rights that Southern congressmen clung to. It was
not until his vice-presidency that Johnson moved away from the
racialized ideology of states' rights that plagued his Southern colleagues, illustrating the complicated nature ofJohnson's Southern
identity. Though Ellis effectively portrays Johnson's true concern
for racial equality, she also notes that for the majority of his career
he struggled to reconcile his ideas on equality with his loyalty to the
South, allowing many within the public to view his quest for civil
rights during his vice-presidency and presidency as little more than
political posturing.
As vice-president Johnson began a push for civil rights that few
could predict based upon his record in Congress. Ellis points to
a trip Johnson took to St. Augustine in 1963 as a major turning
point in his career. St. Augustine officials, in preparation for the
quadricentennial celebrations, sought federal funding for building
improvement. In response to the request, Johnson, as vice-president, attended a banquet in his honor at the historic Ponce De
Leon Hotel. Here,Johnson demanded the event, at the segregated
hotel, be integrated. He also met with local black leaders to discuss the plight of African Americans within St. Augustine, placing
himself in the discussion of civil rights like never before. Ellis argues that, "This direct involvement in the affairs of a segregated
city appears to have sparked a new commitment in Johnson" (132).
Decades after leaving his position as a teacher for underprivileged
immigrants, Johnson's support for the Civil Rights Movement began in earnest.
Johnson used his vice-presidency as a means to make civil rights
a core issue of the Kennedy administration, carrying this platform
with him after his succession to the presidency. As president,Johnson's championing of civil rights and equality was unparalleled. He
signed into law major initiatives that brought forth the end of a
racialized system which maintained white supremacy throughout
the South. While the efforts of local mobilizers and civil rights
leaders alike should not be minimized,Johnson's efforts and influence cannot be denied. His ideological opposition to segregation,
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coupled with his political ingenuity, allowed him to push through
legislation that perhaps no other president could have achieved.
Throughout his presidency he maintained his stance for civil rights,
believing the war on poverty was the next logical step in garnering
full equality. By the end of his term, though, he faced a changing
tide of militancy, black power, and anti-war sentiments with which
he struggled to reconcile his pragmatic approach to politics, hindering his legacy as president and as a civil rights advocate.
Ultimately Ellis has provided an important addition to the
Johnson historiography. By using a plethora of primary source
documents and interviews, in addition to analyzing numerous historical narratives and biographies ofJohnson, Ellis describes a man
deeply concerned with both racial and economic inequality. Ellis
though, at times, minimizes Johnson's role as a congressman voting
against numerous civil rights bills, and as a Southerner ingrained
with the racial terminology of the time. While Ellis acknowledges
the contradictory nature of Johnson's career in the House and
Senate, and his use of racialized language, she could have delved
deeper into the pervasiveness of ideas of racial superiority and
Southern identity that surrounded Johnson, perhaps influencing
his early stance against civil rights. This critique notwithstanding,
historians of the Civil Rights Movement, modern America, and of
Johnson should find her work useful.
Jody Noll

Auburn University

Cold War Dixie: Militarization and Modernization in the Modern South.
By Kari Frederickson. (Athens: University of Georgia Press,
2013. Acknowledgments, illustrations, notes, index. Pp. xii,
256. $24.95.)
The impact of the Cold War on America was obvious and undeniable: from domestic politics to foreign affairs, education to
athletics, the United States aimed to plant a strong hedge around
its population, while projecting the image and reality of its military
power abroad. Kari Frederickson, in Cold War Dixie: Militarization
and Modernization in the Modern South, examines the social and political changes wrought by the decision to build the Savannah River
Plant near Aiken, South Carolina, as part of the post-1945 nuclear
weapons program.
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As an essential piece within the Cold War arsenal, the hydrogen bomb was both awe-inspiring and terrifying, and its production
was viewed as vital to American security. Frederickson does well to
place the choice to produce the weapon within the context of the
Korean War and simultaneous buildup of Soviet nuclear capabilities. Her initial chapters, portraying the acquisition and clearing
of over 300 square miles of privately owned land-necessitating
the rapid relocation of whole .towns and restructuring of a physical landscape-accurately point to the priority placed on national
defense in the 1950s, and the forceful tugging of a largely agrarian
South Carolina lifestyle into a highly technical world.
With the Cold War as a permanent backdrop, and the development of the Savannah River Plant as the core of the narrative,
Frederickson ably explains how Aiken and its immediate environs
were fundamentally transformed, as traditional social and political
constructs were challenged and overturned. Also woven into the
story is the essential role of the DuPont Corporation, as that giant
entity was contracted to organize and execute the massive project.
With DuPont's development of the Savannah River Project fitting
within the timeline for the modern Civil Rights movement, Frederickson's work illustrates how the historically accepted Civil Rights
context does not always account for specific local areas, like Aiken.
In this, Cold War Dixie is important-pointing to factors based in
Cold War military necessities that propelled changes in race relations and politics. Further, Frederickson's portrayal of DuPont's
corporate culture in terms of its hiring practices and racial assumptions, really a reflection of the national stutter-steps taken in the
struggle for black equality in America during this era, illustrates
how important the role of business history is in more fully recreating and studying this pivotal time.
Corporate entities like DuPont are, often, easy targets for derision; indeed, choices focusing on economic or political expediency
at the expense of fairness or transparency in business practice
make such derision justifiable. Doubtless, the speed necessary to
complete the Savannah River Project-and amazingly, by Frederickson 's account, plutonium was being produced within four years
of the decision to build near Aiken-combined with the secrecy necessitated by the nature of nuclear weapons production, dovetailed
with the twin problems of a lack of trained, professional AfricanArnericans and the desire to settle this massive project as easily as
possible into a segregated society, to lead to necessary questions
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about hiring practices in terms of race. Frederickson expends a fair
amount of effort in critiquing DuPont on this point, but it should
be noted, too, that fewer local residents of any color were qualified to be hired in the professional ranks that DuPont required for
their technical production facilities; in fact, as the narrative illustrates, large numbers of semi-skilled, general laborers poured into
the area around Aiken to provide the construction work necessary
for this project. More valuable would have been a comparison of
DuPont's practices and the work force at the Savannah River Plant
with similar practices and work forces in southern California or
other areas of the South at this point, which also saw massive defense spending. As Frederickson concludes on this matter, some
progress was made in hiring black labor and professionals, but
more could have been accomplished.
As important as considering the impact of the Savannah River Project on society was the transformational aspect the nuclear
weapons plant had on local politics; this work gives some nuanced
context to the regional shift from Democratic to Republican party
affiliations during the 1960s through the early 1980s. Frederickson does a valuable job in pointing out the different priorities and
interests of the new element of Aiken's society-which was rooted
in the activist mentality of the science community in that era. That
these professionals and scientists, based on their economic status as
well as their critical interests in the defense industry, would tend toward supporting an Eisenhower presidency and more conservative
Republican national policy, seems a matter of course. That some
bigoted politicians and private citizens, disaffected by a Democratic leaning toward a "Civil Rights agenda," would also lean toward
the GOP over time is also acknowledged. Frederickson does well
to illustrate how South Carolina's politics, and Aiken's more immediately, were fundamentally altered by the arrival by "the Bomb"
plant.
Cold War Dixie begins to fill an important gap in the historiography of the South, and of the Cold War, generally. By examining
the cultural impact of the Savannah River Project, Frederickson
effectively illustrates how military and political history, too often
segregated or ignored in modern academia, intersects and changes
society-from whole cities and towns, to individuals having their
lives forever changed. Ultimately, Frederickson addresses the larger matter of the Cold War's consequences, both intentional and
unintended; by understanding that, perhaps we can better grasp
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the world in which we now live, and even thoughtfully consider the
consequences of our own choices.
Brian Lewis Crispell

Florida College

Making Sense of Marshall Ledbetter: The Dark Side of Political Protest.
By Daniel M. Harrison. - (Gainesville: University Press of
Florida, 2014. Preface, acknowledgements, illustrations, notes,
bibliography, index. Pp. xii, 206. $24. 95 cloth.)

Marshall Ledbetter's life makes for a sad story: a very bright
teenager, he failed at just about everything he tried. He enrolled at
Florida State University and flunked out-twice. He tried to make
friends , but had a hard time following through and maintaining
any kind of relationship-or making anything resembling a career.
He planned to take psilocybin mushrooms every day for a month,
but ran out on day 23. Not long afterward, he broke into the State
Capitol Building in Tallahassee one night in June 1991, barricading
himself in the office of the Sergeant at Arms, and demandingamong other things-specific brands of beer, cigarettes, and $100
worth of Chinese food. He asked for media coverage and meetings
with Timothy Leary (renowned pr:oponent of psychedelic drugs),
several prominent rappers, and the leadership of the American Indian Movement. He stayed for eight hours, smoking cigars and
drinking whisky. He left-peacefully-after watching a fake CNN
broadcast of his demands that was staged to trick him into thinking
he was having influence.
Numerous stories can be passed through the prism of any life;
it's Marshall Ledbetter's bizarre occupation in the Capitol building
that piqued Daniel Harrison's interest, and it serves as the central
incident in this inquiry. The easiest interpretation, one offered by
authorities and one that readers are likely to come to quickly, is that
Marshall Ledbetter was crazy. The state of Florida agreed, finding
that he lacked competence to stand trial. Court-appointed psychiatrists offered different diagnoses: psychosis, manic-depression,
schizophrenia; Ledbetter was hospitalized and medicated several
times. But tagging the offender as mentally ill makes for an end to
discussion and examination, rather than helping us approach any
fuller understanding. Indeed, opponents of activism are quick to
dismiss protesters as crazy, thereby writing off their concerns and
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activities at the same time. Totalitarian states label dissidents as
mentally ill and detain them, and we should not assume that liberal
polities don't sometimes do the same.
Daniel Harrison is determined not to let a diagnosis end the inquiry. Because Ledbetter had a glancing involvement in a dissident
student government group-mainly, a few social contacts and late
night conversations-and because he chose the seat of state government for this incident of acting out, Harrison considers protest
politics as part of the story. In seeking to make sense, Harrison devotes serious attention to Ledbetter's life, family, and relationships,
and the context of Florida State University and Tallahassee in the
1990s. The reader learns about conflicts in student government at
FSU, about Ledbetter's first acquaintance with politics of any kind,
and his intense interest in drugs. Harrison is quick also to deploy
insights from a broad range of scholars and activists; Hegel, Goffman, Merton, Mario Savio, and others pop up in the text, generally
invoked to prevent a quick dismissal of Ledbetter's life. But the
great strength of the book is less the use of theory than Harrison's
dogged research into the details and context of this one life.
Although we should not automatically dismiss activists as crazy, it's also inadequate to assume that protest politics are strictly
the product of rigorously calculated rationa] action. Activists report moments of intense elation and commitment, far beyond a
rational calculus of political ends and means. Movements draw
up all kinds of people in their wake, and unlike more conventional means of political expression, aren't generally that effective at
filtering out troubled or undisciplined individuals whom they inspire. The search for a fanatic, troubled, or diagnosed Tea Partier
or Occupier wouldn't take very long; of course, this isn't enough to
dismiss the broader movement.
But Marshall Led better's story really isn't much about any kind
of politics, protest or otherwise. Harrison does yeoman work to
find the sources of Ledbetter's demands, but his subject's commitments are scattered and not really coherent. Although Ledbetter
drew from the world around him in constructing demands, explanations, or even conversations, he didn't really speak back to them.
Harrison can't provide evidence of a consistent commitment to
anything in Ledbetter's efforts beyond trying to find a way to make
a life. Ultimately, his family, friends, and Florida's justice and mental health systems were unable to do enough to help him. In 2003,
nearly a dozen years after his dramatic personal protest in Tallahas-
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see, Ledbetter put a loaded shotgun in his mouth and pulled the
trigger.
The suicide ends a tragic story, pointing not only to Ledbetter's failures, but also to those of all of those who tried to help; for
Harrison, it provides an indictment of the society at large and of a
medical model of mental ill-Hess. I'm not sure that I've been able to
make sense of Ledbetter'.s life and death, but I'm grateful to Harrison for helping me to try.
David S. Meyer
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